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Welcome to FANFARE 2016
Introduction
Exploring fanfares is a fantastic way to engage with the upcoming repertoire at
the Royal Opera House and to involve young musicians in musical discoveries that
involve listening, performing and composing.
This pack will:
•   investigate the features of fanfares
•   provide a range of mixed ability activities
•   guide you through some of the great opera fanfares
•   inspire you to develop an imaginative response to our challenges
The purpose of the tasks in this resource pack is to provide a journey from
discovering and investigating fanfares written by established composers taken
from some of the Royal Opera House’s regular performance repertoire and to
encourage you to write a fanfare. This includes completing a series of challenges
based on repertoire by known composers which will equip participants with
creative skills and ideas to use when teaching or learning about composition and
analysis.
NB: This resource must be used with the Fanfare Motif Bank on the website.

Fanfare task
To compose a fanfare for capturing the attention of an audience about to enter
the Royal Opera House for a performance.
The fanfare must:
•   be an imaginative work that demonstrates creativity.
•   be between 15-25 seconds long.
•   include use of at least TWO motifs from the Fanfare Motif Bank on the
Fanfare website.
•   have four independent layers of sound. This means it is for a minimum of 4
instruments.
•   should show some awareness of how best to use these instruments by
considering range, different colours, dynamics, articulation and expression.
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Links with the curriculum
This unit of work aligns with the purpose of study and these specific aims outlined
in the National Curriculum:
Purpose of study
“A high-quality music education should engage and inspire pupils to develop a
love of music and their talent as musicians, and so increase their self-confidence,
creativity and sense of achievement. As pupils progress, they should develop a
critical engagement with music, allowing them to compose, and to listen with
discrimination to the best in the musical canon.
Aims
The national curriculum for music aims to ensure that all pupils:
•   perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical
periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of the great
composers and musicians
•   learn to create and compose music on their own and use technology
appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the next level of
musical excellence
•   understand and explore how music is created, produced and
communicated, including through the interrelated dimensions: pitch,
duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, texture, structure and appropriate
musical notations.”

	
  

Key Stage 3

•   Exploring Fanfares can be a way to not only engage
with Western music but also to explore how other
cultures grab attention and build excitement in music at
important events
•   Looking at how music can be structured to build
excitement
•   Texture – a variety of textures and how they can be
used to fit the nature of the event
•   Chords and the harmonic series

Key Stage 4

•   18th – 21st century music characteristics revealed through
the study of excerpts from the ROH repertoire
•   Composing to a brief
•   Considering audience and occasion when composing
(new 2016 specifications)
•   Developing ideas through the use of compositional
techniques
•   Exploring structure to develop a composition
•   Writing idiomatically for chosen instruments
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Activities
1. Warming up to fanfares
A fanfare is a short piece of music designed to call peoples’ attention to the start
of an event. If you are a teacher, the following exercise is a great warm up
classroom activity you can carry out with your students.

1.   In a circle ask your students to say "Oi!". Insist it is short and crisply
articulated. In turn, after each unison "Oi!" say clearly and calmly "my name
is ..."

2.   Once you have gone round the circle ask each person to add a number
(between 1-99) at the end of their "My name is..." statement.
For example: "Oi! my name is Steven 83"

3.   Once you have gone round the circle again, ask your students to clap
everything as if they are saying it.

4.   Once you have gone round the circle again, ask your students to say "My
name is ..." in their heads and only the unison "Oi!" and number out loud.

5.   Now reverse the dynamic contrast - the unison “Oi” can be quiet and the
"My name is..." statement can be loud.

6.   Now move to any available instruments:
a)   Ask students to imagine they are saying their statements using their
instruments.
b)   Experiment with swapping dynamic contrasts.
c)   You could experiment with the activity as a canon too.

We've established that:
•   gestures that grab attention are short and often loud.
•   once the attention has been grabbed we can relay information in a
clear and quiet way.
•   we often wait before we give this information through the use of
rests. We created a rest by asking students to say a phrase in their
heads.
•   any instrument can be used to grab attention.
•   a fanfare does not have to be tied to traditional harmonies or keys.
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2. Introducing fanfares – Mozart’s Così fan tutte
Score:
http://imslp.nl/imglnks/usimg/9/94/IMSLP387468-PMLP39835Wolfgang_Amadeus_Mozart__Cos___fan_tutte__1789_.pdf
Audio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW81117laoI
Before you listen consider the questions below:

1.   How would get someone’s attention? Use some kind of signal? (waving
their arms wildly) or even combining that with yelling!
2.   How does a composer attract someone’s attention at the start of a
performance to announce that it is about to start?
Now listen to the sound excerpt. Use the score excerpt if you are able to follow it.
Discussion of the music
Notice how Mozart captures our attention in the overture to his opera Così fan
tutte seeming to say “Look! Over here”.

The whole orchestra attempts to grab the attention of the listener playing loudly
in rhythmic unison. Everyone together, and everyone forte.

Once he has our attention, which he waits for with the rest after this opening C
major chord he surprises us with something completely different. In fact, it could
be considered the opposite of what we have just heard.

We have a sparse texture with a single line than now rises as the opposite gesture
was descending in shape. This means that instead of using all the instruments of
the orchestra, only wood wind instruments are used.
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This more lyrical, contrasting material is three times as long as the opening
declamation of three notes of one bar in length. It is also dynamically very
different being marked piano. These contrasts are an important feature of
fanfares.
It was important to show a strong start to an opera and grab the audience’s
attention and Fanfares do just that. They grab your attention and often once they
have it, show you something more expressive to help focus that attention. This is
the sort of fanfare characteristic needed for this project.
Mozart encourages us to keep listening so again we have a surprise at the end of
bar 4. Rather than an expect repetition Mozart gives us a repeat of the opening
with an extra chord to anticipate the three-note declamation. As the opening
pairing of three-chord declamation and lyrical contrasting phrase was in the tonic,
this answering phrase is now starting on the dominant (G) instead of the tonic or
home key note (C).

Even the quieter contrasting phrase has been changed, featuring some doubledotted notes to add even more energy to the dotted-rhythm in the top part.
These dotted rhythms – something we have in the opening gesture even though
the rests might obscure it – are very typical of fanfares. They add excitement and
energy to the music.
It is not only dotted rhythms that add excitement and energy but also the use of
rests. A rest before a series of repeated notes adds rhythmic impetus and drama
to the music. We hear this in the accompaniment parts in the faster section that
follows the dramatic opening.
Use of patterns of repeated notes is another important feature of fanfares. This
can occur either as part of the tiune or in the accompaniment as the next example
demonstrates.
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What we hear as the overture progresses is a series of musical contrasts. This
material is full of the typical fanfare features of repeated notes, dotted rhythms,
energetic rhythm patterns with the use of rests and dynamic contrasts.
Mozart never leaves material alone and the opening chords eventually develop
into a longer set of chords with some added syncopation which adds excitement
and energy to the music. More repeated notes!

Listen again to the excerpt while following the score.

Using sticky notes to encourage discussion
1. Write observations about extracts on a sticky note then invite students to
place these on a board grouping similar notes together as they go. Discuss the
observations. Add additional notes as you progress through the extracts and
see what is added each time.
2. When composing in groups students could select sticky notes from the
listening activities of musical concepts that they would try and include. Groups
could trade their concepts with other groups in encourage discussion.
3. When making observations sticky notes could be passed around the
group/class to collaborate on observations. When the note is returned to the
student that started the note they will have much more detail than they might
have gathered independently. This can be a quick way of generating
compositional plans.
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3. Verdi – Developing Mozart’s fanfare structures
Score:
http://imslp.nl/imglnks/usimg/1/13/IMSLP48611-PMLP06712-Verdi__Il_Trovatore_-_Part_1__orch._score_.pdf
Audio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUuh0b3uRqY

The opening to Act 2 of Verdi’s Il Trovatore uses similar composition ideas to the
Mozart. Verdi draws us into the drama with a quiet drum roll, rather than a loud
dynamic with the whole orchestra. We hear this three times as if mirroring the
three notes we hear at the opening of the Mozart overture.

The long note of the drum roll followed by the shorter note is a development of a
dotted rhythm, and again we hear the use of rests – however this time they are
used to create further suspense rather than to energize the rhythms.
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What follows is a complete contrast. Following a single line of drum roll we are
surprised by the whole orchestra (except percussion) playing in unison. The
triplets outline the shape of triads – the typical material of fanfares and we even
have a dotted note near the end of the phrase. Verdi also includes a tied-note to
begin the phrase which works in a similar fashion to a rest before a group of
notes. It energizes what follows. This exciting contrast does exactly what the
Mozart does but in reverse. It is like someone walking you into a dimly lit room for
the lights to be turned on and a group of people to shout “surprise!”.
Like Mozart, Verdi uses the alteration of contrasting material as a powerful
structure in his fanfare music. After this unison outburst we hear a solo horn - a
gesture repeated three times.

Notice how the horn solo is now pp to contrast vividly with the music that
preceded it. It now revolves around only two pitches, as if mirroring the similar
limited pitches of the opening. In contrast the orchestral statement just before it
uses several different pitches. Interestingly the shape of this outpouring is a
descending gesture while the horn solo is a rising gesture.

The example above shows a simplified version of the orchestral unison removing
the triplets. These triplets add a great deal of excitement to the music.
Verdi goes one step further than Mozart and after presenting three different types
of material (a sustained note, a gesture in triplets based on triads and a rising two
note gesture) he combines all three into one texture. This helps to build a great
deal of excitement of what is to come.
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We now have discovered more fanfare elements.
Find them on your score excerpt:
•   The triplet figure in the horn is now in dialogue with the trumpet.
•   the two violin parts are having their own dialogue based on the second
material we hear in the overture that was originally played as an orchestra
unison.
•   The double-bass sustains a note in a fashion similar to the timpani’s drum
roll that opens the opera, with a cheeky chromatic cello line in the middle.
This layering of textures and ideas that were previously heard individually is a
very good way of building excitement and tension.
Listen again to the excerpt while following the score.
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4. Rossini’s The Barber of Seville
Score:
http://imslp.nl/imglnks/usimg/9/9f/IMSLP116374-PMLP07237-Rossini__Il_barbiere_di_Siviglia_-_Act_I__orch._score_.pdf
Audio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlrqdMXM0u0

The features of Mozart and Verdi’s fanfares are also used in the opening of
Rossini’s The Barber of Seville where we are greeted immediately by the attention
grabbing ff (extremely loud) and our attention retained by the instant change to
pp (extremely soft).

Repeated notes feature again in both the opening chords and in the pp stepwise
gesture. Rossini goes a step further than Mozart and Verdi and has a third idea
using the stereotypical dotted rhythms of fanfares.

Just like Mozart, Rossini then repeats his ideas but in a new key (the dominant) .
After a build of suspense through repeated note accompaniments and some
chromatic movement we reach seemingly very different material but it still has
the hallmarks of a fanfare; repeated chords, repeated notes in the melodic line
and the use of rests give a sense of propulsion and energy to the music.
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Notice how this repeated note idea is repeated three times by Rossini before the
music takes a different direction – the downwards scale.
The use of the pedal note in the lower string line is an example of using repetition
in the harmony and accompaniment to create tension.
Too much repetition gets boring, but just enough adds excitement and interest
for the listener. In a short fanfare where the composer is asked to demonstrate
their creativity it is always a good idea to keep your ideas every changing.
Listen again to the excerpt while following the score.

Performance Activity
A simplified score in two parts can be found here for class or small ensemble
performance. Try playing bars 1-24.
https://musescore.com/user/243741/scores/234796
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5. Shostakovich’s The Nose
Score is in copyright. The excerpt in this resource is used with permission.
Link to the Opera:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVdIrhVmCYI

Shostakovich’s first opera – with a title of The Nose – is full of humour and this is
evident in the opening. The opening extends the fanfare traditions we have seen
established by the three composers explored so far. The music grabs our
attention with a declamatory gesture and maintains our interest with a sudden
contrast; with isolated piccolo notes and a three-note drum figure. These two
ideas are heard in quick succession and represent, in microcosm, the vivid
contrasts we have heard in Mozart, Verdi and Rossini.
It is the extended trumpet solo that contrasts with the opening of The Nose that
also gives us the vivid contrast. The longer, louder and angular notes in this
trumpet solo contrast with the chromatic movement which is much quieter.

As you listen to the excerpt you will hear that the dynamics (volumes level of
each instrument) are carefully used by the composer to ensure that the start of
the motif is always clearly heard against the other instruments. The fact that the
motif starts loudly and then starts to fade out in terms of the level of its volume,
makes an opportunity for other instruments to state the idea and take their turn
with the motif.
In a similar approach to Verdi, Shostakovich uses a dialogue to build interest,
suspense and excitement as the opening develops. Hearing the same idea played
by different instruments in the orchestra at different times is an ideal texture to
use in a fanfare.
Notice how the use of long sustained notes at the start of the excerpt are used to
attracted attention and that the range of note values help make the motif stand
out amongst the musical ideas played by the other instruments. Note too that the
music sounds quirky which reflects the subject matter of the opera.
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Taking apart The Nose
Listen to the first three minutes of The Nose using the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVdIrhVmCYI

1.   As you hear the piece played, note down the prominent instruments you
hear

2.   This is the main motif.

When is it first heard?

3.   What are the musical features of this motif?
Features that you should have noticed include:
a)   the rhythm and note values used
b)   the descending large, then smaller interval
c)   the rising chromatic semiquavers
d)   The changes in dynamics

4.   The motif appears a few times in the audio excerpt.
Identify what some of the changes to the motif are.

5.   Consider how Shostakovich calls the audience to attention for the start of
his opera. How does he use the following composition techniques for
dramatic effect?
a)   Dynamics and expressive devices
b)   Use of the instruments
c)   Use of sound and silence
d)   Contrasts of range and register

6.   Towards the end of the second page is an interesting rhythmic effect which
can be heard in the oboe solo which develops the rhythmic idea dgryrye
How does he build momentum with this rhythm?

7.   What similarities to the other fanfares you have heard did you detect?
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6. Time to regroup: What makes a great fanfare?
Summing up our exploration of works by Mozart, Verdi, Rossini and Shostakovich,
we can see that there are some typical musical approaches composers have used
to create their opening fanfare music.
The structure of the fanfare is very important and it is worth considering some of
the following:
•   Grab attention! Very loud or very quiet. One or both. They capture our
attention with a short declamation – it is the element of surprise that can
sometimes make a good fanfare. This need not always be loud and not
always an orchestral tutti, but it can help.
•   Make them listen - now for something completely different: contrast. Once
the attention is captured composers sustain it with sudden contrast.
•   Surprise to keep them interested - repeat but change ideas only slightly.
Too much repetition and we switch off but just enough, often three times,
but with subtle changes can help to keep the listener engaged on the
journey.
•   Build excitement - develop and layer – gradually adding parts, creating a
sense of dialogue between different instruments, and combining elements
that were once heard individually can engage the listener.
•   Reveal the big moment – the music often builds to a big moment or a
moment of repose. The fanfare journey should lead us somewhere.
The detail is everything in a fanfare and you should consider the melody and
rhythm carefully:
•   Energise with rests – these help to create an impulse and drive
•   Propel with repeated notes – particularly when preceded by a rest
•   Compel with sustained notes – and by contrasting sustained notes with the
above
•   Excite with sequences – particularly rising sequences
•   Surprise with dynamics – the more contrast the better!
•   Invigorate with dotted rhythms and triplets – these are typical of fanfare
music and should be used to help create energy and excitement
•   All of the above combined before revealing a big moment! The busier the
fanfare can get before revealing a climactic moment the more this climactic
moment will be a moment of delight for the listener.
Timbre – or instrumental sound – is very important, and brass and percussion play
a significant role in capturing a fanfare atmosphere when combined with the
elements above.
Overall: Vivid contrast and vivid short gestures help to grab attention.
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7. Creative challenge 1
Now we know what makes a great fanfare the next step is to test out these
elements on an unsuspecting musical idea. To make this all the more challenging
it would be good to take something so unlike a fanfare that we need to think
carefully how we would adapt it to make it sound like a fanfare.
Audio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-9IvuEkreI

Listen to the excerpt below from Bellini’s opera Norma:

This is a motif that is in extreme contract to the material we have listened to
already.
Listening question: Describe the musical features of the excerpt?
You probably listed things like:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Lyrical and flowing
Quiet
A flute is playing the melody which is very tuneful
The accompaniment is based on arpeggios or broken chords
It sounds more like a song than a fanfare

Challenge:

1.   Using the melody (and accompaniment if desired) from Casta Diva in
Norma try and transform the music into a fanfare.
2.   What would you need to consider based on the list of typical fanfare
features?
3.   Devise this for any combination of instruments you have available. Consider
how you would structure the music and how you would create vivid
contrast.
4.   You should use a minimum of four bars of the melody.
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8. Introduction to the motifs
A motif in a piece of music is a dominant or repeating idea. It is an important
musical gesture which a composer will use as a building block. A motif is usually
an idea that lends itself to experimentation and change and has clearly defined
features that a composer will manipulate to develop their musical ideas.

The motifs have been chosen from some of the Royal Opera House’s regular
performance repertoire.
Each motif can be found on the Royal Opera House Fanfare webpage in three
forms:

a)   Written out in musical notation as it is below
b)   As an audio clip of just that motif
c)   As a longer audio clip which puts the motif in context

Listen to and play each of the motifs in the Fanfare Motif Bank overleaf.
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FANFARE MOTIF BANK
(shown with audio on Royal Opera House Fanfare webpage)

	
  

Opera

Motif

The Barber of
Seville
Rossini

Overture Allegro Vivo section bars 2-6

Così fan tutte
Mozart

Overture theme bars 25-28

The Daughter
of the
Regiment
Donizetti

Rataplan Chorus entrance

The Nose
Shostakovich

Overture Trumpet motif bar 3-7

Il Trovatore
Verdi

Act 2 opening theme motif

Manon Lescaut
Puccini

Overture to Act 1 bars 1-4 motif

Sleeping
Beauty
Tchaikovsky

Overture opening motif bars 1-2
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La Traviata
Verdi

Drinking song motif Act 1 No 2 bars 3-10

Die
Meistersinger
von Nürnberg
Wagner

Overture bars 41-46 Motif of the King

Madama
Butterfly
Verdi

Pinkerton’s song Act 1

Elixir of love
Donizetti

Act 2 Introduction bars 1-6

Otello
Verdi

Act 2 Kiss motif at score marking YY

Mitridate, re di
Ponto
Mozart

Overture second subject theme bars 17-20

Norma
Bellini

Scene 2 Cavatina Casta diva
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9. Creative challenge 2 - Creating order from chaos
Luciano Berio created a flourish at the start of the third movement of his Sinfonia
(1968). This attention-grabbing moment paved the way for a collage of musical
quotations from famous works. Below is a link to an excerpt of Sinfonia
conducted buy the Royal Opera House’s Chief Conductor Antony Pappano:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YU-V2C4ryU

Part A
Working in a group each select a different motif from the bank. How can you
combine these to create one composition?
•   Can you experiment with editing motifs by proportionally altering the
length of notes?
•   Can you transform a motif into an ostinato through repetition, extension
and the use of sequence?
•   Can you alter the rhythm to change the character?

Part B
Choose one of the three scenarios below.

Devise a fanfare for the opening of an exhibition of artifacts from an ancient
civilization.

Devise a fanfare for the entrance of all the acts in a circus performance.

Write a fanfare for the beginning of a play about computers taking over the
world.

Create a fanfare to celebrate an important personal event in your life.

Select two or more motifs from the motif bank.
Using the characteristics of a fanfare can you construct a short composition that
captures the atmosphere, mood and character described in your chosen scenario?
Think about:
How you will use the instruments – what interesting timbres and sound could you
use?
How to repeat and explore ideas to create a sense of movement.
How will you use the music to attract attention and build excitement?
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10. Considering orchestration
Instrumental colour is vital in capturing the right atmosphere for a fanfare, but
only once the established characteristics of fanfares are clear in your composition
should you then consider timbres.
Meet the orchestra by watching William Tell:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiIo16E1VtY
Listening questions

As you listen to the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House play the Finale of the
William Tell Overture by Rossini consider the following:
1.   Describe how the attention of the audience is captured in the opening
bars?
2.   What family of instruments are prominent in the opening bars of the
excerpt?
3.   After the rest in the music which family of instruments then enter?
4.   How does the music these instruments play create a dramatic contrast with
the material played by the brass?
5.   Identify other features of the fanfare that we have discovered in the other
works that you can hear in the musical composition of this piece.
6.   Now watch the excerpt again and consider how the whole orchestra is
used. Do they all play at the same time? Are some instruments more
prominent than others? How is the percussion used – do they play
constantly or just at certain high points?

Need information about the instruments of the orchestra?
Not sure about the ranges of specific instruments?
Look here for more details:
http://www.fergusblack.com/_pdf_files/tips/instruments_of_the_
orchestra/instr_orch.pdf
Click here to listen to the sounds of the instruments:
http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/explore/instruments
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11. The 14-year-old composer: Mozart’s Mitridate, re di
Ponto
Audio:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_6DhqIHRdM

Mozart wrote his opera Mitridate, re di Ponto at the age of 14. The overture shows
the hallmarks of a good fanfare. Notice the opening with an attention-grabbing
tutti followed by a contrasting idea - the descending arpeggio.
Look at the first 34 bars. Can you identify the different layers in this fanfare?
•   What are the roles of each instrument?
•   Who plays with who?
•   How could you reduce the number of instruments without losing the
character?
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Mitridate, re di Ponto score excerpt:
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Exercise
Using the Mozart Mitridate, re di Ponto Overture, re-orchestrate the music using
the instruments available to your group but retain the same roles for each line
that you have identified above.

Think about where on an instrument a particular part should be played i.e. high or
low?
Consider articulation and consider any less conventional instrumental sounds that
might be explored to give your interpretation some originality.
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12. Experimenting with a motif
In all the works we study in this fanfare unit, we have identified specific motifs or
musical ideas that are used by the composer to build their pieces.
One thing that binds all music together is the composition technique called motif
development - exploring the possibilities of manipulating a musical idea to create
a longer piece.
To make a 4 bar musical sentence Verdi has used some simple composition
techniques. Look at the whole four bars:

a)   What do you notice about bar 2?
It is an exact repetition.
b)   What happens in bar 3?
The idea is shortened and using the staccato quaver rhythm Verdi finishes
off his tune.
So what are some techniques you might use to explore a motif in your
composition? Here are some examples using the Kiss Motif from Verdi's opera
Otello. We first hear this motif when Otello kisses Desdemona, hence its name.
This motif features throughout the opera signaling their love, and particularly in
the last act where he comes to kill her.

Listen to and then learn to play the original motif:

Motif in sequence (repeated starting on a higher or lower note)

Changing the rhythm of the motif
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Making the notes longer (augmentation)

Making the notes shorter (diminution)

Extending the motif

Inverting the motif

Using the motif in a canon

Setting it in a new key, in this case into B flat major
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Experimenting with time signature, tempo, articulation and dynamics, register
(making it higher or lower) and the instruments playing it

Changing the accompaniment that supports it by using an idea from your motif

There are lots of ways that a composer can play around with their musical ideas!
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13. Creative composition with a motif
You may decide to start with the rhythm of a motif and add different pitches,
dynamics and articulation. Here is an example using the motif from Tchaikovsky’s
Sleeping Beauty.

1. Learn to say these words to the given rhythm:

2. Now create 4-5
include:
a)   Hey!
b)   Q
c)   Q
d)   Q
e)   Show is

ostinato patterns using ideas from this rhythm. Examples
You!
Q
hurry, hurry
start-ing
start-ing

Q
Q
start-ing
now
show is

Now!
hurry, hurry
Q
Q
start-ing

3. Learn each of the ostinato patterns above as a chant. Then keeping a clear beat
have the patterns performed simultaneously to create a series of poly rhythms. If
working independently you might use music software to record all the layers.
4. Replace the words with body percussion or un-tuned percussion instruments
and perform.
5. Experiment with the order of entry and number of layers that are heard at any
one time.
6. Explore the effects that are created by adding dynamics and a range of
articulation.
7. Once you have decided upon an interesting way to shape each ostinato,
perform it as an accompaniment to the original set of words.
8. Now substitute works or body percussion for pitch. Choose one of the pitch
sets below:
a) A B C E F
b) C D E G A
c) C F B E A (scale built in 4ths)
9. Use the RHYTHMIC ideas from Sleeping Beauty assign pitch notes to the
rhythm patterns and the opening rhythmic word rhythm to create a short
dramatic piece.
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10. Listen to the opening of Sleeping Beauty (Fanfare motif page) and hear how
Tchaikovsky used his motif to grab the attention of the audience at the beginning.

What other musical techniques are used to create drama?
A longer excerpt can be heard here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t5f3eD4A-M

Here is a motif from the drinking song from Il Trovatore:

Go to the website and listen to it then:
a)   Choose six of the techniques listed above and explore this motif.
b)   Can you think of another way you could experiment with this motif in a
composition?
c)   Now write a short melody that includes these

Extension challenge
The accompanying chords of this motif from Otello emphasize the uncertainty of
Otello and Desdemona's love. They are dissonant, unresolved and therefore keep
the music moving forward. You can see the use of chromatic notes in the
accompanying bass line in the example below.

a)   Try adding some of these chords to your short melody.
b)   How do these change the character of the tune?
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14. Orchestrating (colouring in an idea)
Wagner used one of the biggest opera orchestras ever. It was large he had to
build a special theatre for his operas to be performed in with an enormous
orchestra pit in the town of Bayreuth in Germany.
In Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Wagner uses motifs to represent people,
feelings, situations and objects. This is his motif for the King:

It is regal and grand, played at a majestic processing type tempo and in its first
sounding is played by brass instruments.

Wagner repeats this motif many times changing the instruments that double the
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brass, thus changing the combinations of orchestral timbres.
To change the character of the motif from its original grand statement he
removes the brass and uses only woodwind and strings.
Note that he has also shortened the note values of the theme to quavers and
plays it softly and staccato.

Notice that the motif has been broken into two parts here - the brass instruments
play the upbeat and the woodwind play the rest of the motif.
Notice also that the	
  rdg pattern has been replaced with a triplet of semiquavers in
line with the use of shortened rhythms (rhythmic diminution).
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In the Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg discuss how the motif has been
orchestrated in this section of the Prelude:
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Orchestration is not necessarily about filling lots of empty staves, but a
progressive process of colouring layers and ideas. We need to consider carefully
how to ensure our ideas are heard clearly by colouring ideas with appropriate
instruments, and using complementary colours to bring ideas to the fore.

Above is Die Meistersinger’s motif also found in the Fanfare Motif Bank. Taking
this as a starting point you might consider how you can progressively colour in
this idea to develop the orchestration. Consider punctuating important notes:

And maybe something sustained to go with it… and a cello doing a version of the
trumpet part…

You could develop your orchestration by starting with a single line and gradually
adding layers to punctuate ideas.
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15. Creative challenge 3
Think back to the Kiss Motif from Otello.

Choose one of the instruments in your group to play it; then start adding the
composition devices we found in most of the other fanfares to gradually build up
an accompaniment:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

ostinato
tremolo
sudden dynamic changes
pedal notes
accompaniment ideas taken from the motif

You could use the same types of layers as those used in the Mitridate, re di Ponto
Overture and mimic them when orchestrating your motif.
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16. Explanation of the submission task
What are the parameters?

The purpose of your fanfare is to bring people into a performance at the Royal
Opera House. The fanfare must:
•   be an imaginative work that demonstrates creativity.
•   be between 15-25 seconds long.
•   include use of at least TWO motifs from the Fanfare Motif Bank.
•   have four independent layers of sound. This means it is for a minimum of 4
instruments.
•   should show some awareness of how best to use these instruments by
considering range, different colours, dynamics, articulation and expression.

How can you do enough to impress within 20 seconds?

Revisit the examples in the pack and assess your fanfare by checking it includes
the various characteristics we have seen in the examples by Mozart, Verdi and
Rossini. Notably:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Trills
Ostinato
Pedal notes
Detached/lyrical themes
Contrasts of register
Contrasts of dynamics
Use of unison writing to grab attention
Dotted rhythms to add energy
Use of silence to create suspense
Repeated notes to create propulsion
Dramatic colour changes to maintain interest and surprise

Remember – Your submission:
•   Must grab attention
•   Needs to build excitement
•   Is for the occasion of bringing an audience into a concert at the Royal
Opera House

You should submit an audio/midi recording and score of your original submission.
Competition terms and conditions are all on the website.
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17. Creating a fanfare step-by-step planning sheet
Chosen motif 1

Chosen motif 2

1. Starting out

2. Creating suspense

GRAB ATTENTION – how will you do
this?

Contrast with the opening – keep the
listener wanting to know more.

Will you repeat anything?

Instruments?

Dynamics?

3. Build excitement

4. Arrive

Keep the listener engaged by
developing ideas through repetition
and subtle transformation.

Your fanfare needs to arrive at
something.
Might this be a climax or something
more gentle?

Texture? Developing your ideas?

Rhythm? Melody?
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Appendix
Fact file
Composer

Così fan tutte (Thus Do They All) (comic opera)
Mozart 1756-1791 (Classical period)

First performed
Plot

1790
Set in 18th century Naples, the opera opens with Don Alfonso's
making a wager that two girls, Fiordiligi and Dorabella, are no more
trustworthy in love than any other women. In their garden the girls
sing of their love and pledge their faithfulness to their boyfriends
who have been called away to war. Despina, bribed by Don Alfonso,
urges the girls to find other lovers, but they declare their constancy.
Guglielmo and Ferrando return, disguised as Albanians, but the girls
remain firm. In the second act they agree to Despina's suggestion
of harmless flirtation, each unwittingly choosing the other's partner.
The success of the two Albanians, in spite of Fiordiligi's more
prolonged resistance, leads to a wedding, with Despina now
disguised as the notary. The men then drop their disguises and
pretend shock and horror at what is afoot, before revealing their
plot. All ends happily.
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in C, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets,
timpani, strings.

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

	
  

Norma (tragic opera)
Vincenzo Bellini 1801-1835 (Bel canto era)
1831
Set in a rural community in Gaul around 50-100 BC. The high priest
Oroveso (Norma’s father) seeks to rouse his countrymen to rebel
against the Romans. The Roman proconsul Pollione now confides in
his friend Flavio that he no longer loves Norma, in spite of the fact
that, unknown to everyone, she has born him two sons. Norma tries
to prevent rebellion, to protect Pollione, prophesying the fall of
Rome through its own internal weaknesses. Pollione persuades
Adalgisa (a priestess) to run away to Rome with him. Norma, at
home, knows that Pollione plans to leave her, but does not know
the name of her rival. Adalgisa admits her infidelity to her people to
Norma, who eventually understands that Adalgisa is the new object
of Pollione's affections. When Adalgisa realises the situation, she
rejects Pollione. Norma considers killing her sons and then asking
Adalgisa to go with Pollione and be a mother to her children in her
place. Adalgisa refuses to be disloyal to Norma, but goes to
Pollione to recall him to his duty. He will not listen to her, and
Norma now calls for open revolt. Meanwhile Pollione has been
taken prisoner, and will be put to death. Norma offers herself in his
place as she has broken faith with her people. A funeral pyre is
erected, which she mounts, joined in her final moments by Pollione.
Flute, piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in C, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2
trombones, 2 trumpets, bass trombone, timpani, bass drum, harp,
strings.
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Fact file

La fille du régiment (The Daughter of the Regiment) (comic opera)

Composer
First performed

Gaetano Donizetti 1797-1848 (Bel canto era)
1840

Plot

The story takes place in the early 1800s during the Napoleonic
Wars, in the Swiss Tyrol. Sergeant Sulpice, is just about to leave
Tyrol but is worried about Marie, a young girl, adopted and raised
by the regiment in the French Alps. She's been spotted several
times talking to a handsome young local. But, by regimental decree
Marie can only marry a soldier. So when her sweetheart Tonio is
captured as a spy, he enlists in order to be eligible to marry his
beloved. But his happiness is short-lived. Birkenfeld, a local
aristocrat, recognizes in Marie a child long missing from her wealthy
family. She whisks Marie off to be made into a lady, leaving Tonio
devastated, but her efforts to transform Marie into a dazzling
society debutante fail; Marie prefers singing regimental ditties to
the latest popular Romantic songs. Tonio, meanwhile, now a
lieutenant's, has also been doing some snooping and has
determined that the Marquise's story about Marie's birth is untrue.
On the night of Marie's arranged wedding he bursts into the
chateau, accompanied by the regiment, and confronts the
Marquise. The secret of Marie's origin is revealed, society snobbery
is foiled and true love wins out.
2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4
horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, percussion, piano, strings.

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

Fact file

Madama Butterfly (tragic opera)

Composer
First performed
Plot

Giacomo Puccini 1858-1924 (Romantic and post-Romantic era)
1904
Set in Nagasaki, Japan, in 1904. Goro, a marriage-broker, shows
Pinkerton, a Lieutenant in the American navy, the house where he
will live with Cio-Cio-San (Madama Butterfly), after their marriage,
and introduces the servants. Pinkerton explains to the American
consul Sharpless, who has joined him, that he has the house on a
long lease, to be terminated at a month’s notice: his coming
marriage is to be undertaken on similar terms, since he has no
intention of continuing the relationship. Cio-Cio-San and her family
arrive and the wedding takes place, interrupted by the Bonze (CioCio-San’s uncle) who curses her as a renegade. The company
disperses, leaving Cio-Cio-San and Pinkerton alone together, as
evening draws on. Three years later she awaits still the return of
Pinkerton, who has never seen the son she has born him. Attempts
are made by Goro to bring about another marriage, to Prince
Yamadori. Eventually Pinkerton does return, having prepared
Sharpless by a letter. He brings with him his American wife, and
Cio-Cio-San kills herself.
3 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, bass clt, 2
bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 4 trombones, timpani, percussion,
harp, viola d'amore, strings.

Instruments
used in this
orchestra
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Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

	
  

The Nose (satirical opera)
Dmitri Shostakovich 1906-1975 (20th century)
1930
Kovalyov, a government official in St Petersburg, is being shaved in
preparation for a good time with the girls. The next morning the
barber wakes up and finds a severed nose in his wife’s fresh-baked
morning loaf. He tries to dispose of it in the river but gets stopped
by a constable. Kovalyov wakes and finds his nose is missing.
Setting off in search, he sees it entering Kazan Cathedral dressed as
an official of superior rank and refuses his polite request to return
to his face. Kovalyov goes into a crowded newspaper office and
attempts to place an advertisement offering a reward for his nose’s
return. When the nose later appears under cover of darkness, the
police arrest it and return it to Kovalyov who finds he cannot get it
to stick to his face. He calls a doctor who is no help. He writes a
letter to Madame Podtochina accusing her of bewitching him. She
understands this as an amorous advance to her daughter and
writes back accepting Kovalyov’s proposal of marriage. Kovalyov,
eventually manages to stick his nose back on again, gets shaved by
his barber and sets out for a good time with the girls. snubbing
Madame Podtochina and her daughter on his way.
Flute, piccolo, alto flute, oboe, cor anglais, clarinet, piccolo clarinet,
A clarinet, bass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, horn, trumpet,
cornet, trombone, triangle, tambourine, castanets, tamburo, tomtom, ratchet, cymbals, bass drum, snare drum, tam-tam,
glockenspiel, tubular bells, xylophone, flexatone, small domra, alto
domra, balalaika, whistle, hammering sound, harp, piano, strings.

L’elisir d’amore (Elixir of Love) (comic opera)
Gaetano Donizetti 1797-1848 (Bel canto era)
1832
Set in a small village in the Basque Country, towards the end of the
18th century. Nemorino, a naive village boy, is besotted with Adina, a
farm owner. She rejects his declarations of love. Fortunately, Doctor
Dulcamara is on hand with a 'love potion' to help him win her heart.
Adina seems to remain immune to Dulcamara's potion (nothing
more magical than red wine) and agrees to marry the boastful
Sergeant Belcore. But she finally realizes she cares for Nemorino
and admits her love. All rejoice – Dulcamara most of all, as he
celebrates the proven power of his potion.
Piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2
trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, strings.
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Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Mitridate, re di Ponto (Mithridates, King of Pontus)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 1756-1791 (Classical period)
1770
Set around the Crimean port of Nymphaion, during the conflict
between Rome and Pontus in 63BC. Aspasia, betrothed to
Mithridates, King of Pontus, is loved by his two sons, Pharnaces and
Xiphares, and reciprocates the love of the latter. It is a compelling
tale of conspiracy and betrayal driven by the love of a woman..

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, strings, continuo
(harpsichord).

Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Don Carlos (Romantic opera)
Guiseppe Verdi 1813-1901 (Romantic era)
1867
The story takes place at a time when Spain is just coming to the
end of a war with France. It has been agreed between the two
countries that Don Carlos, heir to the Spanish throne, will marry
Elisabeth, the daughter of the King of France. This is a story of
intrigue, of the power of the church and the Spanish inquisition, the
persecution of heretics, of love and revenge and deception.
Piccolo (doubling flute), 2 flutes, 2 oboes (2nd doubling English
horn), 2 clarinets, 4 bassoons, double bassoon, 4 horns, 2
flugelhorns, bass flugelhorn, 3 cornets, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones,
bombardon, cimbasso, timpani, bass drum, cymbals, triangle, bells
in F-sharp and E-flat, tam-tam, harmonium, harp, strings.

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

	
  

Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (The Mastersingers of Nuremberg)
(Romantic opera)
Richard Wagner 1813-1883 (Romantic era)
1868
Set in Nuremberg, towards the middle of the 16th century, on
Midsummer's eve. The story revolves around the real-life cobblerpoet Hans Sachs and the guild of mastersingers – poets and
musicians who pursue their craft according to traditions and rules.
A goldsmith's daughter, Eva, and a knight, Walther von Stolzing, fall
in love, but Eva's father has promised her to the winner in the
forthcoming song contest. Walther must learn the mastersinger's
art rapidly, under the wise tuition of Sachs, despite a challenge
from the foolish town clerk Beckmesser.
Piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3
trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, bass drum, snare drum,
cymbals, triangle, glockenspiel, harp, organ, lute, violins, violas,
violoncellos, double basses.
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Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra
Fact file
Composer
First performed
Plot

Instruments
used in this
orchestra

	
  

La Traviata (The Fallen Woman) (Romantic opera)
Guiseppe Verdi 1813-1901 (Romantic era)
1853
Set in Paris at the beginning of the 18th century. Violetta learns that
the young Alfredo is in love with her. She starts to exhibit signs that
she is suffering from consumption. They set up house together in
the country, but she sells her jewels to meet the expenses they now
incur. Alfredo learns of this and goes to Paris to raise money. His
father arrives, to persuade Violetta to leave Alfredo, whose
behaviour prejudices the marriage chances of his sister, as well as
his own prospects. Violetta sacrifices her own feelings and accepts
an invitation from a friend which will take her back to her old life.
She leaves a note for Alfredo, telling him of her decision. The father
comforts his son, without revealing anything of Violetta’s motives.
Alfredo bursts into a party and publically insults Violetta, there with
her new protector. Back at home Violetta is near to death. Alfredo
learns of the sacrifice she had made, and returns, holding her in his
arms as she dies.
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3
trombones, tuba, timpani, triangle, tambourine, castanets, bass
drum, harp, strings.
Manon (Comic opera)
Jules Massenet 1842-1912 (Romantic era)
1884
Set in France during the reign of Louis XV. In the courtyard of an
inn at Amiens the coach arrives, bringing Géronte, the TreasurerGeneral, Lescaut, a soldier, and his sister Manon. Des Grieux falls in
love with her and seeks to prevent her entry into a convent, where
her father is sending her. Des Grieux, who is travelling to see his
father, catches sight of Manon and falls in love with her and they
escape together to Paris. Des Grieux seeks permission from his
father to marry, but he is told to forget Manon and become a priest.
Manon chases him and he renounces the priesthood, and re
declares his love. Lescaut introduced by him to gambling, and a
conflict occurs and Manon denounced to the authorities. She is
caught and arrested and imprisoned, then sentenced to be
transported. At Le Havre Lescaut tries to bribe the guards to allow
his sister to escape, but fails. Des Grieux, however, is able to
exchange words with her, at the window of her prison. He
persuades the captain of the ship taking the convicts to America to
allow him to sail with them as a cabin- boy. Grieux has had a duel
with the son of the French governor of the province and he and
Manon escape into the wilderness. He leaves her, searching for
water, and when he returns she is already dying, pledging him her
love in her last breath.
Piccolo, 3 flutes, 2 oboes, cor anglais, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, bass
clarinet, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, bass tuba,
timpani, triangle, drum, tam-tam, bass drum, cymbals, glockenspiel,
celesta, harp, strings. Offstage: flute, cornet, bell, drum and sleigh
bells.
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Fact file

Il Trovatore (The Troubadour) (Romantic opera)

Composer
First performed
Plot

Guiseppe Verdi 1813-1901 (Romantic era)
1853
The four parts of the opera have the titles The Duel, The Gypsy, The
Gypsy’s Son and The Execution. Set in Spain in the 15th century.
Ferrando, an office in Count di Luna’s army, tells the story of the
revenge taken by a gypsy for the death of her mother, the apparent
destruction in the fire of the son of the old Count di Luna. In the
palace gardens Leonora waits for her lover, the troubadour
Manrico, mistaking the Count di Luna, who also loves her, for him,
an error that ends with a duel between the two men. At the gypsy
camp Azucena tells Manrico the story of the abduction of the son
of Count di Luna and admits that she threw the wrong baby on the
fire, keeping, as her own, the Count’s son. He tells her how he was
held back from killing the young Count, in their duel. News comes
that Leonora, thinking Manrico dead, is to enter a convent, a step
that the Count seeks to prevent. The arrival of Manrico, with his
men, allows him to take Leonora away with him. Azucena is
captured by the Count’s men, who are preparing to attack,
Manrico’s stronghold. In the castle the planned marriage of Manrico
and Leonora is interrupted by news of Azucena’s capture.
Imprisoned by the Count, Manrico and Azucena are threatened with
death, while Leonora seeks to save her lover, offering herself in
return, although she has secretly taken poison. In the prison
Azucena reveals to Manrico his parentage, as a son of the old Count
and brother to his enemy. Leonora brings news of Manrico’s
release, and dies, while the Count orders the immediate execution
of Manrico, watched by Azucena, who has her final triumphant
revenge when she reveals to the Count the identity of his victim.
1 flute, 1 piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2
trumpets, 3 trombones, 1 tuba, timpani, percussion, harp, strings.

Instruments
used in this
orchestra
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